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Scarcity of Water and Land Shifts Geography of Food
Production and Irrigation Networks to China’s Northeast

Rich land, ample water, and human persistence have turned virgin prairie into the nation’s primary breadbasket.
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Farmers harvest corn near Tongliao in Inner Mongolia. China, the world’s largest nation and second-largest
economy, is pursuing grain production with a single-minded purpose.Click image to enlarge gallery.

By Keith Schneider
Circle of Blue

YOU YI, Heilongjiang Province, China — On the south side of  the two- lane highway leading to the largest
f arm in China, the angled sun paints a curtain of  water f rom a spray irrigation rig the colors of  a rainbow. All
aluminum tubes and angled corners, the rig spans a sugar beet f ield so large that a tractor at the f ar end looks
as small as the period at the end of  this sentence.

On the highway’s north side, men and women wield shovels to tap mud against the walls of  new concrete
irrigation canals. Loose ends of  white scarves that the women wrap around their hair and f aces f all to strong
shoulders. The sounds of  the construction project — tap, tap, tap — mix with laughter on a sunny June
morning. Pride and good cheer are evident everywhere on the state-owned, 120,000-hectare (296,000-acre)
You Yi Farm.

World’s Biggest Grain Producer
Photo © Keith Schneider / Circle of  Blue
Rice production, as seen here in Heilongjiang Province, is
expected to increase 20 percent over next five years, but,
because of investment in water-saving irrigation systems, water
use will increase 1 percent to 2 percent during the same period.
(Click image to enlarge gallery.)
Last year, China harvested 571 million metric tons of  grain, 24
million metric tons more than in 2010. It was a record harvest
that secured its place as the world’s top grain producer.
Additionally, Chinese f ood and investment companies spent
billions of  dollars to purchase temperate f armlands in Af rica
and South America as a hedge against potential domestic shortages.
But it still was not enough to f eed 1.3 billion people, whose appetites f or grain-f ed beef , pork, chicken, f arm-
raised f ish, and dairy products have increased along with growing incomes.
China is on track this year to import roughly 60 million metric tons of  soybeans, or 60 percent of  global
soybean exports, according to estimates by international grain traders. The International Grains Council
projected in July that China’s corn imports over the next 12 months could reach 6 million metric tons, a 50
percent increase over the previous year.
China is on track this year to import roughly 60 million metric tons of  soybeans, or 60 percent of  global
soybean exports, according to estimates by international grain traders. The International Grains Council
projected in July that China’s corn imports during the next 12 months could reach 6 million metric tons, a 50
percent increase over the previous year.
China’s aggressive buying in global markets, along with the drought and biof uels production in the United
States, is a big f actor in pushing commodity prices to record levels and raising the cost of  f ood around the
world.

Sixty years ago, more than 100,000 Chinese soldiers were dispatched here to plow virgin prairie and plant rice
and corn. Last year, Heilongjiang and its network of  state-owned f arm enterprises became the top grain-
growing province in China, making up about 10 percent of  the nation’s 571-million-metric- ton grain harvest,
which was the world’s largest. By any measure, Heilongjiang’s f arm productivity is an exceptional achievement
that is celebrated nationally.
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In f act, the northeast region of  China — which includes not only Heilongjiang, but also neighboring Liaoning
and Jilin provinces — harvests more than 100 million metric tons a year, or about 18 percent of  the country’s
grain, and is now among the world’s most important breadbaskets.

By 2020, China anticipates needing nearly 600 million metric tons of  corn, rice, and wheat annually, which is
about 5 percent more than is grown now, to f eed its people — and China is counting on these three
northeastern provinces to deliver 80 percent of  that increased harvest.

In elevating Heilongjiang and its neighboring provinces f rom the bottom of  the f arm production pack to the very
top during this decade, China has shif ted the geographic center of  its grain harvest f rom Henan and other
central provinces to the northeast, where there is abundant water and some of  the world’s most f ertile black
earth.

Advocates say that plans to rebuild and expand irrigation networks here will increase crop yields. But deep
doubts abound in universit ies and on the street with regard to China’s relentless pursuit of  ever- larger
harvests and the rising risks to erodible land, water supplies, water quality, and public saf ety that China seems
prepared to accept in its northeast and other f arming regions.

“China has reached the stage where these concerns cannot be ignored, and they aren’t being ignored,” said
Qian Yi, a prof essor of  environmental policy and dean of  the Qingdao University of  Science and Technology.
“We’re doing better, but we still have a lot of  problems. We’ve got a lot of  work to do.”

Map © Samuel Kosinski / Circle of  Blue
Inf ographic: China’s annual grain harvests f rom 1997 to 2010 show how production has shif ted to and
intensif ied in the northeast provinces. Click image to launch the interactive Google Fusion Tables map..

How China, a nation that knows starvation, developed such assurance is a history lesson in the convergence
of  central planning, technology, and human determination with f ertile ground and ample water resources.
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Good Soil, Ample Water
You Yi and much of  Heilongjiang Province is located atop a crescent of  deep and f ertile black dirt, comparable
to Ukraine’s wheat region and America’s Midwest Corn Belt, that reaches f rom the Russian border north of
here all the way to Jilin Province, thousands of  kilometers to the south.

“We have enough water, but it is not distributed everywhere… One-third [of  our f armland] is irrigated, and two-
thirds of  f arm production comes f rom irrigated land — you can see why irrigation is so important.”

–Li Fanghua, senior engineer
Heilongjiang Water Conservation Institute

Though there are other soil types, northeast China’s black earth, encompassing 10 million hectares (25 million
acres) and irrigated by the ample waters of  the Songhua River Basin, supported 60 percent of  Heilongjiang’s
55.7 million metric tons of  grain that were harvested last year. That is more than double the harvests of  wheat,
rice, corn, and soybeans that Heilongjiang’s f arms produced in 1991, according to China’s National Bureau of
Statistics.

Considering that the national grain harvest rose f rom 435 million metric tons in 1991 to 571 million metric tons
in 2011, Heilongjiang’s grain producers — by themselves — have accounted f or almost one-quarter of  China’s
steadily increased harvests.

And Chinese f arm authorit ies are now pressing these northeast f arms to produce even more. One signal of
the geographic shif t in production is to provide f arms with cleaner sources of  water and to provide water to
land that is not currently irrigated.

Energy and Food Compete for Water
Photo © Nadya Ivanova / Circle of  Blue
The Yellow River is the lifeline in arid Gansu Province, where
these rice paddies receive annual rainfall that is measured in
mere millimeters. (Click image to enlarge gallery.)
To the west of  Heilonjiang are the nine desert provinces of  the
Yellow River Basin, which account f or 20 percent of  the
nation’s grain supply and 70 percent of  its coal production.
Diminishing water supplies there put the agriculture and energy
sectors at odds, a contest that threatens both industries. But
controversial projects are being implemented:

Transferring Water Rights from Agriculture to Industry:
In some cases, new industrial plants are not permitted unless
they set up a water- trading agreement — f or instance, a
private company will pay f or upgrades to inef f icient irrigation networks, and the water rights that are saved are
then transf erred f rom the agricultural sector to that industry.

Converting Coal for Agricultural Use: Across China, industrial plants are converting coal to chemicals that
are used in f ertilizer and pesticides. But the conversion is an extremely water-wasting practice that also
produces prodigious levels of  pollution and climate-changing gases.

Li Fanghua, a senior engineer at the Water Conservation Institute of  Heilongjiang Province, said that northeast
China is determined to keep its place in the nation’s rice and corn pecking order. According to Li, 80 percent of
the anticipated increase in the nation’s grain harvest over the next decade will occur because of  the increases
in yield f rom better water and more water to larger expanses of  lands that are not served by irrigation
channels. There is no question, she said, that northeast China will achieve its grain production targets.
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“Our geography. Our weather. The amount of  land we irrigate and will irrigate,” Li told Circle of  Blue. “We will
reach and exceed those targets.”

Such tactics make sense. Heilongjiang has 80 billion cubic meters (21.1 trillion gallons) of  f resh water in
reserve, some of  the most abundant and accessible f reshwater resources in the country. Precipitation and
river level records show they are also among the most stable.

Heilongjiang also has an irrigation network as extensive as any in China.

In 2010, according to provincial records, 5 million hectares (12 million acres) were irrigated here, which is about
one-third of  the province’s total 16 million hectares (39.5 million acres) of  cropland. Earlier this year, China’s
central government announced a f ive-year, $US 6.3 billion (38 billion RMB) program to rebuild and expand
irrigation networks in Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, and eastern Inner Mongolia. Replacing northeast China’s
leaky, half -century-old, mud-bottom irrigation canals with concrete channels and expanding the irrigation
network to the expanses of  f armlands that are not currently irrigated will raise yields per hectare by an
estimated 20 percent or more over the next decade.

“We have enough water,” Li said. “But it is not distributed everywhere. There are 240 million mu (16 million
hectares, 39.5 million acres) of  f armland here. One-third is irrigated, and two-thirds of  f arm production comes
f rom irrigated land. You can see why irrigation is so important.”

Fertilization and Pollution
Good soil and seed. Adequate nutrients and moisture. These are the essential elements of  crop production in
every nation, including China. Since a catastrophic f amine f rom 1958 to 1962 caused the starvation deaths of
30 million to 45 million Chinese peasants — the result of  the central government’s f ocus on industrial
advancements instead of  grain production — a top priority of  modern-day China’s leadership is generating
suf f icient stores of  f ood.

China has plenty of  good seed and nutrients. The nation’s network of  agricultural universit ies and its big grain
companies have developed strains of  rice, wheat, corn, and soybeans that grow well in China’s various
climates and soil types.

“It is dif f icult to f ind new f armland in China. In central China, we are already using every piece of  land. In
northern China, there is land, but there isn’t much water.”

–Duan Aiwang, dean
Farmland Irrigation Research Institute

Northeast China’s powerf ul harvests — along with increasing f arm productivity in Hebei, Henan, Shandong, and
several other big agricultural provinces — have clarif ied China’s proven capacity to f eed itself . The prospect of
f ood shortages is no longer in question, at least not f or decades, say You Yi Farm managers and agricultural
authorit ies.

The bounty of  Chinese harvests is on display in the outdoor markets of  Harbin, Heilongjiang’s capital. Crowds
of  buyers press around vendors of f ering a cornucopia of  grains, vegetables, f ruits, meats, and other f oods in
an abundance, color, and variety that is rarely matched in the United States. Likewise, indoor supermarkets are
a rushing stream of  shoppers, gathering up f ruits and meats and packaged products, most of  which are
produced in China.

What is in worrisome is the damage to the nation’s water and land that China appears ready to accept to
ensure that its growing population — with its much stronger appetite f or grain-f ed beef , pork, and chicken — is
handsomely f ed.



The risk to natural resources is apparent here. Heilongjiang’s f armers are among China’s heaviest users of
f ertilizer to boost yields, which have doubled f rom 2.5 metric tons per hectare (2,200 pounds per acre) in 1994
to more than f ive metric tons per hectare (4,400 pounds per acre) in 2010.

Photo © Adam Dean f or Circle of  Blue
Men f ish along a draining canal f ed by the Liaohe River near Xinmin in Liaoning Province.

But provincial environmental reports show that Heilongjiang’s $US 22.4 billion (RMB 135.6 billion) f arm sector
uses 74 percent of  the province’s water supply and last year contributed most of  the 3.81 million metric tons of
ammonia and nitrogen in the province’s treated and untreated wastewater.

The result is excessive levels of  water pollution.

On the national level, Chinese f armers applied 55.6 million metric tons of  f ertilizer to grain f ields in 2010,
according to the National Bureau of  Statistics. That is more than three times as much nutrients as U.S. f armers
used that same year and a big reason why runof f  f rom f arm f ields is a crit ical water pollution problem in China.

Some 60 percent of  the waters of  the Songhua River Basin, which supplies water to this region’s irrigation
networks, are rated as so contaminated with agricultural chemicals and industrial wastes that they are unf it f or
human contact, according to China’s Ministry of  Water Resources.

Erosion and Desertif ication
The environmental risks of  expanding grain production also apply to the land, which is in short supply,
according to Duan Aiwang, the dean of  the Farmland Irrigation Research Institute in Xinxiang, a city of  5.7
million residents in Henan Province, the nation’s largest wheat producer.

“It is dif f icult to f ind new f armland in China,” he explained. “In central China, we are already using every piece of
land. In northern China, there is land, but there isn’t much water.”

Risks Of Plowing China’s Grasslands
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Between Beijing and Xilinhot is a damaged expanse of sand-
pocked grasslands, opened by the farm sector and eroded by
the relentless winds. (Click image to enlarge gallery.)
As recently as the 1960s, according to estimates by the
Chinese Environmental Agency, almost three-quarters of  Inner
Mongolia was grass. The province’s thin soil, which receives
just f ive to 45 centimeters (two to 17 inches) of  rainf all
annually, and nomadic herders supported one of  the planet’s
most robust wild ranges, a grass ecosystem nearly twice as large as France.
No longer.
Since 1980, according to estimates by the United Nations, desert has claimed 81,000 hectares (2 million acres)
of  cropland, nearly 2.5 million hectares (6 million acres) of  rangeland, and 6.5 million hectares (16 million acres)
of  f orests in northern China. Pushing new irrigation canals to grasslands in Liaoning, Jilin, and eastern Inner
Mongolia, will produce the same ruinous conditions, according to Li Qinglu, a retired chemical engineering
prof essor and grasslands expert.
“Only grass grows there. Nothing else,” Li said. “If  they try to grow corn or wheat there, it won’t work.”
The impediments to turning grasslands to f armlands are exceptionally high:

Climate change is steadily diminishing precipitation across northern China, according to central
government statistics.

The soil there is gett ing drier and more mobile.

Almost every Chinese program to cult ivate the country’s desert grasslands has produced an
ecological calamity.

China’s response to these impediments is to expand irrigation networks to Heilongjiang and three other
northeast provinces, including a plan to open highly erodible grasslands to crop production.

A f ive-year research program on erosion by scientists at the Heilongjiang Agricultural Modernization Research
Institute f ound such serious soil erosion in the black earth crescent that, in some places, f ertility and organic
matter had dropped by more than 50 percent. The researchers also f ound that the original thickness of  the
black earth, which measured 30 centimeters to 100 centimeters (12 inches to 79 inches) deep bef ore the great
grain expansion, was 0.3 to 1 centimeters (0.1 to 0.4 inches) thinner.

There are f ew large stretches of  unbroken and f ertile prairie lef t in the eastern regions of  Heilongjiang, Jilin,
and Liaoning provinces. As a result, Duan told Circle of  Blue, central government planners are giving serious
consideration to opening crop production to 30,000 hectares (74,000 acres) of  highly erodible, high plains
grasslands where the dry western regions of  the three provinces bump against the border with Inner Mongolia.

China’s experience with grasslands agriculture has been miserable, say global experts. According to
conservative estimates by the United Nations, Inner Mongolia is losing about 5,000 square kilometers (1,900
square miles) annually to the desert — in other words, an area the size of  New Hampshire is lost to sand and
wind every f ive years.

The prospect of  plowing grasslands in northeast China invites f urther abuses to the land, raising alarms
among land and water conservation groups who consider the proposal a serious ecological mistake.

“It is a terrible idea,” said Li Qinglu, a retired chemical engineering prof essor, grasslands expert, and consultant
to PanJin Environmental, a non-prof it group in Shenyang, the capital of  Liaoning Province. “Productive cropland
depends on water. There is not enough water in those areas. The land is dry.”



Li explained that an early experiment in grasslands cult ivation af ter World War II resulted in such extensive
erosion and destertif ication in western Liaoning Province that government authorit ies quickly curtailed the
project and f ocused on restoring the damaged land.

A Warning Spurs Bigger Harvests
Photo © by Adam Dean
Farmers winnow their recently harvested green beans near Tongyu
County in Jilin Province. (Click to enlarge gallery.)
China’s self  suf f iciency in f ood production is viewed as a seminal
national triumph. But consider that in September 1994, Lester R. Brown,
the celebrated American resource analyst, wrote an essay tit led Who Will
Feed China? that identif ied three ominous trends converging on China’s
agricultural sector: the country’s growing population, its scarcer
f reshwater supplies, and the expanding urban development that was
shrinking the amount of  available cropland.
Brown predicted plummeting domestic grain harvests in China, leading to
massive grain imports and resulting in soaring f ood prices around the
globe — in other words, Brown envisioned shattering economic and
environmental turmoil internationally.
Though Chinese authorit ies did not vigorously dispute Brown’s accurate
description of  the dark trends bearing down on Chinese f armers, his
work was attacked as implausible and labeled as dangerous. Forecasting
a f ood shortage in China prompts terror and reminds people of  the
worst f amine ever recorded when 30 million to 45 million Chinese
starved to death between 1958 to 1962.
However, as the years unf olded, Brown’s f ood-production f orecasts missed the target. In f act, f rom 1994 to
2011, China’s grain production actually increased by an average of  7.4 million metric tons a year.
Brown should not be slighted, however, because his essay in World Watch Magazine caused a national f uror in
China, prompting Beijing to redouble its ef f orts to improve technology and f arm productivity.
Indeed, rather than backsliding into f amine of  the mid-20th century, China would strive f or self -suf f icient f ood
production in the 21st century. And no agricultural region attracted more of  Beijing’s attention than Heilongjiang
and its northeastern neighbors.

“Our grasslands recovered quite well,” Li told Circle of  Blue. “Grass grew waist high. There was still some
damage, but it was not serious.”

In 1983, though, as the central government called f or more grain, grasslands in the region were reopened to
cattle and sheep grazing and some dry- land crop production. Again, Li said, huge expanses turned to dust. The
depleted land no longer was capable of  growing crops, and f arming stopped.

There is ample reason f or China’s f arm authorit ies to view the country’s grasslands as a potential source of
new cropland. Of  the country’s 330 million hectares (815 million acres) of  undeveloped grassland, almost half
are located in the desert regions of  northern China.

When asked about the ef f ects of  developing new irrigated cropland f rom these desert grasslands, Duan
Aiwang acknowledged the high risks.

“Water shortage is serious there,” he said. “If  we develop new irrigation, we will caref ully research the
situation.”
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Irrigation and Production
China irrigated 62.6 million hectares (154.7 million acres) in 2010, the latest year f or accurate f igures, or a litt le
more than half  of  the 120 million hectares (300 million acres) of  the country’s cult ivated cropland. Much of  the
nation’s irrigation network is constructed of  leaky concrete trunk canals and mud-lined f eeder networks that
lose water.

The national network is divided into 6,000 local irrigation projects, said Duan of  the Farmland Irrigation
Research Institute. Each of  the 285 largest irrigation districts, he said, water more than 20,000 hectares
(50,000 acres).

Because canals and f eeder lines are expensive to build and rebuild, China’s program to modernize and expand
its irrigation network — the most extensive of  any nation — has not attained the same level of  attention or
f unding as other inf rastructure programs, like high-speed rail, highways, and the South-North water transport
project, to name a f ew.

Still, China has increased the expanse of  irrigated cropland an average of  645,000 hectares (1.6 million acres)
a year since 1990. A $US 6.3 billion (38 billion RMB), f ive-year project to expand irrigation in Heilongjiang and
three other northeast China provinces represents the largest single investment in canal modernization and
expansion in recent memory, Duan said.

No province irrigates more land than Henan. Duan’s second f loor of f ice is within sight of  northern Henan
Province’s wheat f ields. A latt icework of  canals transport water f rom the Yellow River to irrigate about half  of
the 5.28 million hectares (13 million acres) of  wheat in Henan that is irrigated. In all, 5.1 million hectares of
Henan’s 9.7 million hectares (12.6 million acres of  24 million acres) of  land sown in grain is irrigated.

Photo © Adam Dean f or Circle of  Blue
An irrigation system in a recently harvested corn f ield on a state-f unded industrial f arm owned by Golden
Mountain Seed Company in Tongliao, Inner Mongolia. Click image to enlarge gallery.
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The next closest province was Heilongjiang. Because adequate moisture is so crit ical to crop yields, it is not
surprising that Heilongjiang and Henan are China’s two largest grain producers.

50 Years of Centralized Farming 
Not all that long ago grass was all that grew where the state-owned You Yi Farm now operates. In the early
1950s, Mao Zedong’s central government f irst dispatched 100,000 soldiers to northeast China’s wild prairie to
turn virgin black dirt to produce grain. Waves of  other settlers dragooned by the government also were sent to
Heilongjiang throughout the 1950s and 1960s to break the prairie and to sow grain.

The You Yi Farm is the f irst, and — at 120,000 hectares (296,000 acres) — the largest of  114 state-owned and
state-managed f arms in Heilongjiang Province. You Yi means “f riendship,” and the f arm, one of  177 similar
large projects nationwide, takes its name f rom the cooperative agreements that Mao’s government signed with
the Soviet Union f or assistance in developing the prairie.

China’s State-owned Farms
Photo © Keith Schneider / Circle of  Blue
Farmers on the You Yi Farm, China’s largest, work on mud dikes
and rice paddies served by a new concrete branch-irrigation
canal. (Click image to enlarge gallery.)
State-owned f arms, which span 30 provinces, are thriving in
China. Government f igures report that crops were harvested
f rom 5.7 million hectares (14.1 million acres) and that the f arms
employed 3.3 million people last year.
Heilongjiang’s state f arm network, which employs 1.68 million
people, is the largest state-owned agricultural enterprise in the
country. The f arming sector in Heilongjiang, as a whole,
comprises 11.5 million hectares (29 million acres) of  grain each
year, and about a quarter — 2.87 million hectares (7.1 million acres) — is on state f arms, according to Ma
Dequan, director of  the General Bureau of  Heilongjiang State Farms. Of  the 42.8 million metric tons of  grain
harvested in 2010 in Heilongjiang Province, state f arms produced 16 million metric tons, or 37 percent.
Modern equipment — a good portion of  it American made — and up-to-date cult ivation, irrigation, and
harvesting practices have helped the f arms become some of  China’s most productive.
“These are the most ef f icient, productive f arms in China,” Ma told Circle of  Blue. “Our country depends on
them so that we are all f ed well.”

The f arm, established on 20,000 hectares (49,500 acres) in 1954 when the Soviet Union provided a grant to
China, was the benef iciary of  squat, gray tractors and Soviet advisors who taught the Chinese soldiers how to
mechanize agriculture and how to build settlements. The earliest f armers lived in wood and mud huts without
running water and endured winters that can be Siberian cold and summers that can be desert hot.

Zhao Yu Fu, a 49-year-old agricultural technology specialist, was raised on You Yi Farm, where his parents
worked starting in 1958 and where he has spent his entire career. He remembers, in the 1970s, when he was a
teenager, the relationship between China and the Soviet Union grew tense. By then, the f arm was managed
with military discipline, Zhao told Circle of  Blue, and he can recall how he and other teenage sons and
daughters of  the f irst-generation f armers were trained in the use of  f irearms and f ield maneuvers.

“The mindset was military. We prepared f or invasion, if  it  came,” Zhao said. “Our mindset was def ense. We
trained in a bootcamp. We learned to use a bayonet. We ran a lot. The border is just a 300-kilometer drive f rom
here.”

During a mid-morning tour of  the You Yi Farm, Zhao dropped to his knees at one end of  a long row of  planted
soybeans to explain some of  the f arm’s agricultural prowess.
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The contemporary f arm employs 120,000 people and is managed f rom a city of  40,000 of  the same name. You
Yi’s yields are prodigious — 350,000 metric tons of  corn, 650,000 metric tons of  rice, 150,000 metric tons of
sugar beets. Most of  the harvest is irrigated, and 70 percent to 80 percent is exported to other provinces.

The You Yi Farm used to be a huge producer of  soybeans, Zhao said. But provincial and central government
of f icials determined that it is cheaper to import the bulk of  the nation’s soybean demand, he said.

“These are the most ef f icient, productive f arms in China. Our country depends on them so that we are all f ed
well.”

–Ma Dequan, director
General Bureau of  Heilongjiang State Farms

From one end to the other, the row was covered with a thin sheet of  clear plastic. Zhao dug beneath the plastic
and pulled a thin plastic tube, with perf orations every f ew centimeters, f rom the dark soil. There are thousands
of  linear meters of  similar drip irrigation tubing just beneath all of  the planted rows in this f ield. Zhao explained
that the tubing prevents evaporation and saves water by delivering moisture directly to plant roots.

Chinese agronomists, he said, had worked with Israeli drip irrigation specialists to develop the system of  drip
tubing and plastic covering. Chinese engineers built the equipment to bury the tubes and simultaneously seal
the rows.

The visual ef f ect is arresting. The sun ref lects of f  the plastic, like tin f oil in an oven. The dark soil runs to the
horizon in straight black lines. Early in the planting season, You Yi grain f ields look like huge bakery shelves,
with long rows of  neatly wrapped loaves of  f resh-baked bread.

“We spent 10 years developing this system,” Zhao said. “In the dry season, it has a big benef it. The ground
stays wet. Yields stay high.”
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An irrigation canal diverted of f  the Liaohe River near Shenbei in Liaoning Province.
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